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The Moment that Changed the World…
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Path to 1 million Users (# of days from launch)
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AI Headlines Q1 2023 – Examples
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pic.twitter.com/48prbMIBtv
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AI Headlines Q2 2023 – Examples 
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31.03.2023

Source: The Rundown.

Source: ft.com Source: 

https://twitter.com/christianortner/status/16393609831

92723474
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https://twitter.com/christianortner/status/1639360983192723474
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LLMs – Examples 
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chat.openai.com 

bard.google.com 

Source: Growth School

claude.ai

Stanford Closes Meta LLaMA-Based 
Alpaca Generative AI Demo Over 
Safety and Cost Problems

Ai.meta.com.llama
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https://voicebot.ai/2023/03/27/stanford-closes-meta-llama-based-alpaca-generative-ai-demo-over-safety-and-cost-problems/


The Promise: Insurance in 2030 

Source: McKinsey: Insurance 2030 – The impact of AI on the future of insurance 

MARKETING & SALES RISK & UNDERWRITING CLAIMS

• Highly dynamic, usage-based insurance 
(UBI) products dominate the market as 
these are tailored to the behavior of 
individual consumers

• Insurance product purchase in a matter of 
minutes (e.g., auto, commercial, or life 
policy), through AI algorithms creating 
behavior-based risk profiles

• Heavily reduced head count of agents and 
role shift to a process facilitators and 
product educators.

• Manual underwriting ceases to exist for 
most personal and small-business products 
across life and P&C

• Automation reduces the process of 
underwriting to a few seconds 

• Real-time pricing on usage and a dynamic, 
data-rich assessment of risk

• Claims processing times reduced to 
hours/minutes through intelligent claim 
routing and automated processes

• Head count involved in claims processing is 
reduced by 70-90%

• Risk monitoring, prevention and mitigation 
through IoT devices that proactively screen 
and intervene

Seismic shift from DA/AI will impact all aspects of the insurance industry
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AI Use Cases in Finance
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Brainstorming

Research & Collect 
Information

Writing Support for 
Reports

Structuring of Complex 
Tasks

Summaries of 
Documents, Consistency 

Checks

Consolidating 
Data

Learning Support
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Developments in the US – Example

Source https://media.licdn.com/dms/image/D4D22AQG-

X65lraQ4VA/feedshare-

shrink_1280/0/1694450886294?e=1697068800&v=beta&t=

mBzfO3pvn5XqmIhWGyUXdSKKf5p9d3GL0e1sIU5ohdQ 

USA: Senators introduce 

bipartisan AI Framework
September 11, 2023 

Source: IBM, Salesforce Pledge to 

White House List of Eight AI Safety 

Assurances (techrepublic.com)

Eight AI Safety Commitments

• Internal and external security testing of AI 

systems before their release.

• Sharing information across the industry 

and with governments, civil society and 

academia on managing AI risks.

• Investing in cybersecurity and insider 

threat safeguards, specifically to protect 

model weights, which impact bias and the 

concepts the AI model associates together.

• Encouraging third-party discovery and 

reporting of vulnerabilities in their AI 

systems.

• Publicly reporting all AI systems’ 

capabilities, limitations and areas of 

appropriate and inappropriate use.

• Prioritizing research on bias and 

privacy.

• Helping to use AI for beneficial 

purposes such as cancer research.

• Developing robust technical 

mechanisms for watermarking.

Companies include: Amazon, Anthropic, 

Google, Inflection, Meta, Microsoft and 

OpenAI; Adobe, Cohere, IBM, NVIDIA, 

Palantir, Salesforce, Scale AI and 

Stability AI
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https://media.licdn.com/dms/image/D4D22AQG-X65lraQ4VA/feedshare-shrink_1280/0/1694450886294?e=1697068800&v=beta&t=mBzfO3pvn5XqmIhWGyUXdSKKf5p9d3GL0e1sIU5ohdQ
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https://media.licdn.com/dms/image/D4D22AQG-X65lraQ4VA/feedshare-shrink_1280/0/1694450886294?e=1697068800&v=beta&t=mBzfO3pvn5XqmIhWGyUXdSKKf5p9d3GL0e1sIU5ohdQ
https://media.licdn.com/dms/image/D4D22AQG-X65lraQ4VA/feedshare-shrink_1280/0/1694450886294?e=1697068800&v=beta&t=mBzfO3pvn5XqmIhWGyUXdSKKf5p9d3GL0e1sIU5ohdQ
https://www.techrepublic.com/article/openai-google-white-house-ai-safety-regulations/?utm_source=ai.theintelligenceage.xyz&utm_medium=newsletter&utm_campaign=ai-regulation-begins
https://www.techrepublic.com/article/openai-google-white-house-ai-safety-regulations/?utm_source=ai.theintelligenceage.xyz&utm_medium=newsletter&utm_campaign=ai-regulation-begins
https://www.techrepublic.com/article/openai-google-white-house-ai-safety-regulations/?utm_source=ai.theintelligenceage.xyz&utm_medium=newsletter&utm_campaign=ai-regulation-begins


Augmented work for an automated, AI-driven world
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Impact at Work

varying impacts across different organizational levels. Entry-level positions are already being 

significantly impacted, while executive or senior management roles are less affected.

People Skills in the AI Era: 40% of the workforce will need to reskill due to AI and automation 

implementation over the next three years. 

Impact on the Workforce

Shift in skills deemed important. While STEM skills were highly valued in 2016, they've dropped in 

importance by 2023. Time management, teamwork, and effective communication have risen to the top.

Enterprise of Tomorrow: Organizations need to adapt their operating models to support augmented 

work. This involves adopting product-focused ways of working, leveraging data-driven insights, and 

enabling ecosystem collaboration.

Impact to Companies

Redefining Work by shifting perspective. Instead of retrofitting automation to fit existing workflows, 

they are reimagining their business processes.

Making HR central to talent transformation can lead to streamlined work and improved business 

performance. HR can influence tech investments, augment employees with AI for purpose-driven 

work, and act as an ecosystem advisor for skill acquisition.

Source: https://www.ibm.com/thought-leadership/institute-business-value/en-

us/report/augmented-workforce 
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https://www.ibm.com/thought-leadership/institute-business-value/en-us/report/augmented-workforce
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Risks Related to AI – Examples
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Source: https://techcrunch.com/2023/09/10/lexisnexis-generative-

ai/?utm_source=ai.theintelligenceage.xyz&utm_medium=newsletter&utm_campaign=to

ward-ai-lawyers 

Source:https://www.wired.com/story/chat-gpt-crypto-botnet-

scam/?bxid=64b27649e73d5ba29b0968a4&cndid=74447113&esrc=MARTECH_ORDE

RFORM&mbid=mbid%3DCRMWIR012019%0A%0A&source=Email_0_EDT_WIR_NE

WSLETTER_0_DAILY_ZZ&utm_brand=wired&utm_campaign=aud-

dev&utm_content=WIR_Daily_082123&utm_mailing=WIR_Daily_082123&utm_medium

=email&utm_source=nl&utm_term=P2 Scammers Used ChatGPT to Unleash a Crypto 

Botnet on X | WIRED 13

https://techcrunch.com/2023/09/10/lexisnexis-generative-ai/?utm_source=ai.theintelligenceage.xyz&utm_medium=newsletter&utm_campaign=toward-ai-lawyers
https://techcrunch.com/2023/09/10/lexisnexis-generative-ai/?utm_source=ai.theintelligenceage.xyz&utm_medium=newsletter&utm_campaign=toward-ai-lawyers
https://techcrunch.com/2023/09/10/lexisnexis-generative-ai/?utm_source=ai.theintelligenceage.xyz&utm_medium=newsletter&utm_campaign=toward-ai-lawyers
https://www.wired.com/story/chat-gpt-crypto-botnet-scam/?bxid=64b27649e73d5ba29b0968a4&cndid=74447113&esrc=MARTECH_ORDERFORM&mbid=mbid%3DCRMWIR012019%0A%0A&source=Email_0_EDT_WIR_NEWSLETTER_0_DAILY_ZZ&utm_brand=wired&utm_campaign=aud-dev&utm_content=WIR_Daily_082123&utm_mailing=WIR_Daily_082123&utm_medium=email&utm_source=nl&utm_term=P2
https://www.wired.com/story/chat-gpt-crypto-botnet-scam/?bxid=64b27649e73d5ba29b0968a4&cndid=74447113&esrc=MARTECH_ORDERFORM&mbid=mbid%3DCRMWIR012019%0A%0A&source=Email_0_EDT_WIR_NEWSLETTER_0_DAILY_ZZ&utm_brand=wired&utm_campaign=aud-dev&utm_content=WIR_Daily_082123&utm_mailing=WIR_Daily_082123&utm_medium=email&utm_source=nl&utm_term=P2


Risks & Role of the Risk Managment Function
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• Hallucination - Possible misinformation: 

Language models depend on the information 

they were trained on 

• Fake information: Spread of fake information 

(e.g. text, audio, video)

• Bias and ethical concerns: Based on the 

training data, biases could arise and possibly 

increase. 

• Data protection: Personal information could 

be misused. 

• Cyber Security: AI tools make it easier to 

create malware

• Labor market: There could be a shift in the 

labor market (e.g. in customer service).

Risks Role of the Risk Management Function

• Stay up to date with the latest AI developments 

in all different dimensions

• Know your company‘s AI business cases

• Identify risks and assess existing risks and 

environment with a new lense from an AI 

perspective, e.g. methods for authentication

• Identify opportunities for our daily risk 

management business

• Be an ambassador for responsible use of AI in 

your company

• Educate management and employees about AI
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And…

Get experience in public 
& company AI tools!

Play around!

Stay hungry! 
Stay foolish!
(Steve Jobs)
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